
Joyroom JR-14S3 black case for iPhone 14 Plus Ref: 6956116732585
Joyroom JR-14S3 black case for iPhone 14 Plus
Black Joyroom JR-14S3 case for iPhone 14 Plus
Keep your iPhone 14 Plus safe and secure and get more comfort while using it. The Joyroom JR-14S3 case is made from high-quality PC
and  TPU  materials,  effectively  protecting  the  smartphone  placed  inside  from damage.  It  is  also  distinguished  by  a  specially  designed
stand that will allow you to stand your phone stably on a table, shelf or desk.
 
 
Reliable protection
The case is made of robust PC and TPU materials, which, in combination with its 2-layer construction, guarantees reliable protection for
your smartphone against damage. Now even dropping it on the floor is no longer a threat! What's more, the edges, which are raised by
around 1.5mm, further protect your iPhone's screen and cameras.
 
 
Built-in stand
The JR-14S3 case also allows you to watch movies, take notes and participate in video conferences in comfort. The accessory features a
special stand with two hinges, so you can freely place your phone on any flat surface, position it at the angle of your choice and even
rotate it 360°. The cradle is also very robust, using high-grade zinc alloy.
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Comfortable to use
Enjoy even more comfort. The case fits perfectly in your hand, and thanks to the fine grooves, it guarantees a secure grip and is non-slip.
You no longer have to worry about your iPhone slipping out of your hand, falling to the ground or being damaged! The accessory also
features a stylish, modern design - sure to appeal to many users.
 
 
Specification:
Brand
Joyroom
Model
JR-14S3
Colour
Black
Material
PC, TPU, zinc alloy
Compatibility
iPhone 14 Plus

Price:

€ 9.30
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